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About Anima Mundi Productions

F

ounded by The Canticle of the Black Madonna creators,
Ethan Gans-Morse and Tiziana DellaRovere, Anima
Mundi Productions is a 501c3 non-profit dedicated to
creating and producing new musical works that harness
the power of the arts to stir the soul, foster community,

and address urgent social and environmental problems
by creating concerts and public arts events that support
the personal and collective healing of at-risk segments
of society such as those who have experienced trauma,
abuse, discrimination, and other forms of injustice.

The Meaning of Anima Mundi
Anima Mundi means “The Soul of the World” and refers to our conviction that the soul of humanity and the fate
of the planet are intertwined; we seek to heal the soul of the world through the arts by providing experiences that
bring people into their hearts and imagination, demonstrate the power of beauty, and heal societal wounds through
the shared experience of music.
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Notes
Notes

Notes from the librettist

I

wrote the libretto of this opera with a passionate
abandon that sprang from the depths of my heart.
I wanted to speak of modern themes that people from
all walks of life could relate to. I started to create the
narrative of The Canticle of the Black Madonna in 2010
when the headlines were bringing to our attention the
issues of combat PTSD, the related stories of domestic
abuse, the staggering statistics reporting 22 veteran
suicides per day, and the devastating effect that PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) had on their spouses
and children.
At the same time, the BP oil spill on the coast of
Louisiana was destroying ecosystems, killing pelicans
and dolphins, poisoning marine life, and dislodging
entire communities that lived off the fruits of the
sea. I intertwined these two themes because I saw a
connection between the shattering of the soul of the
veterans caused by the war and the ravaging of the
environment caused by the oil spill. Both of these issues
are larger than life, and opera—through the passionate
intensity of music and the grand spectacle of theater—
lends itself perfectly as a medium of expression
and transformation.
In The Canticle of the Black Madonna, I didn’t want
only to point to the problems, but also to create an
experience of catharsis and healing, much in the
tradition of the Greek theater. In the opera such
healing comes from the power of love embodied by the
Black Madonna.
The Black Madonna is part of my lineage. Throughout
Europe we find over 350 sanctuaries dedicated to the
Black Madonna. My own grandmother went to daily
pilgrimage to the sanctuary of the Black Madonna of
Oropa nestled in the Italian Alps to pray for the healing
of my mother when, as a child, she was hit by a car and
remained in coma for two weeks.
Indeed, the Black Madonna belongs to the people. She is
not the transcendent, blue-eyed, blond-haired celestial
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Mary. Her blackness
indicates not only her
ancient African origin
but most significantly
her belonging to the
earth, her empathy with
our human struggles,
and her power to
soothe and transform
our deepest wounds, as
well as the destructive
aspect of the shadow of
the world, through her
fierce and tender love.
In the opera she represents the emerging feminine
spirit that awakens the motherly love within
ourselves. It is through such compassionate
powerful motherly love that we learn to care for
all forms of life and we find the solution to our
greatest challenges.
In The Canticle of the Black Madonna, I wanted to
express different realities: the reality of the spirit, the
reality of the deep unconscious that acts through
psychological archetypes, and the reality of our
everyday life. I wanted to show how these three
dimensions intersect and affect each other profoundly.
On a personal note, writing the libretto was also a quest
for my own healing because, as I was researching PTSD,
I realized that my own father, who was an officer of two
wars and retired as a general in the Italian Air Force,
also suffered PTSD back before anything was known
about that condition. This discovery explained his
erratic behavior, which alternated between loving care
and violent rage, and created a personal reconciliation
with my father, 10 years after his death.
Art and love truly heal, and I hope this opera brings
healing to all who witness it.
Tiziana DellaRovere

Notes

Notes from the composer

W

hen civilian society refuses to accept the
emotional and spiritual burden of our nation’s
wars, when we are unable to take on the guilt and shame
that results from the horrors of war, we condemn our
veterans and their families to bear that burden alone.
Then, instead of treating them as heroes, warriors, and
guardians, we relegate our soldiers to the margins of
society, projecting our own discomfort onto them.
As a result, many vets feel alienated, having come in
contact with the Warrior Archetype through combat
and camaraderie, only to be denied the warrior’s,
appreciation, healing, and respect after their return
home. The Canticle of the Black Madonna is our gift
of healing to all who experience it, both military and
civilian, in an effort to restore and reintegrate military
and civilian societies through the media that we know
best: art, music, literature, and poetry.
Art works through the interconnectedness of the
human race. As artists we strive to create a portal
through which any interested audience can feel what
it’s like to live the human condition. I hope that The
Canticle of the Black Madonna opens the hearts of

civilians to the plight of
combat vets and their
families, just as I hope it
provides veterans with
the reassurance that
they are not alone, that
they are cared for and
cared about by the larger
American society and
ultimately by a larger
human family to which
we all belong. In this way,
the ultimate purpose of
The Canticle of the Black
Madonna is to transport
us into that paradoxical
union of the singular and the collective, where we
feel understood as individuals and simultaneously as
belonging to the universal experience that unites all
of humanity.
Ethan Gans-Morse

If this opera has touched you, please visit www.AnimaMundiProductions.com and
sign up to receive updates about future performances via email and social media
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Notes

Notes from the director
“At the bottom of the abyss comes the voice of salvation. The black moment 			
is the moment when the real message of transformation is going to come.
At the darkest moment comes the light.”
Joseph Campbell
The Power of Myth

T

here are many ways that grace and healing can
come into our lives. We may seek them through
a specifically religious experience—ritual shared in a
community. We might see them in the love and caring
of our family and friends, colleagues and comrades. We
may even find solace in art . But for some, the journey
to healing begins within, in the darkest passages and
deepest memories of the human soul.
On the surface it may seem strange to have a troubled
war veteran and his wife visited by two angels and the
Black Madonna. But the Louisiana Bayou is a strange
and magical place—a place where the barrier between
our reality and the spirit world feels very thin. It is a
place where anything can happen, where multiple realities can coexist and even thrive. Many vets like Adam
who suffer from PTSD report that they feel trapped be-
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tween two different worlds: they hear voices, see hallucinations, and live constantly with the feeling that the
dead have returned home with them from war. And with
these dead come the feelings of shame, of unfathomable
loss and unbearable guilt that drive many veterans to
suicide. In Paradise Lost, Milton wrote “The mind is its
own place, and itself /Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell
of Heaven.” Adam is living in the hell of his own mind,
haunted by his experiences during the war. But there is
heaven inside him as well—and he may discover that
the journey is not as long or as impossible as he may
have feared.
Kristine McIntyre

Madonna

Who is the Black Madonna?

T

his opera employs longstanding
icons of faith and mysticism
firmly established in the European
musical tradition in order to
dramatize the perfect mother-love
that comes to us in our moments of
greatest pain and despair, regardless
of our religious convictions or
lack thereof.

Throughout Europe since ancient
times, the Black Madonna has
been worshiped in many famous
sanctuaries and has been known
by different names, such as the
Madonnas
o
f

Tindari, Montserrat, Częstochowa,
Einsiedeln, and many others. She
has been an object of devotion
and the destination of sacred
pilgrimages from as early as 500
AD. Some scholars link her to the
tradition of the mother goddess
that originated in Africa.
The color of her skin has a profound,
rich meaning. Her darkness
represents the mystery of life, the
cosmic womb where all things are
created, the beauty of the night, and
the fecundity of the soil. Indeed she
belongs to the sacredness of the
earth, and dwells in the innermost
realms of our psyche. She stands by
us in our imperfect human lives,
not in the transcendent perfection
of the heavens. Most of all, she is
the embodiment of the power of
love. Love that is devoted, fierce
and at the same time, tender.
A central theme of
The Canticle of the Black
Madonna is that when
we are faced with
challenges too
large to overcome
as ordinary
individuals, we
reach for the
realm of the
sacred, and long
for the healing
embrace
of the
Universal
Mother,
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the mysterious, merciful love of
the Black Madonna. Many of us,
during our darkest nights, discover
a sense of inner grace, a mysterious
force that saints and mystics have
explored, which we can only
express through art and poetry.
This ineffable presence ultimately
holds the key to true, lasting
healing and the revitalization of the
human soul.

Important note:
Even though in this fictional story,
the character of Mara decides to
stand by her husband, Adam, in spite
of his dangerous PTSD outburst,
and she becomes the vehicle of
his healing, this in no way implies
that remaining in a dangerous
relationship is always the right
course of action. In fact, the opera
depicts the one condition under
which Mara could remain with
Adam: He is able to open his heart,
get in touch with his trauma and
suffering, and share it openly with
her. If Adam had not been willing
to open up, it would have been a
much more dangerous scenario
and it may have been necessary
for her to leave. This discernment
is particularly important where
children are involved.

Madonna
Synopsis
Synopsis

wo angels invoke the Black Madonna, a force of
healing love. Adam and Mara enter, fighting. Adam
has just returned from Afghanistan and his erratic and
violent behavior is a threat to their marriage. Mara does
not know how to help him and the Black Madonna
tries to inspire her. Late one night, Adam returns home
drunk with his friend Paul but rejects the older man’s
attempts to console him. Alone, Adam begins to toast
each of the men who died under his command. Mara
comes home frantic and describes the onset of the
Louisiana Gulf Oil Spill. She is devastated by the state
of her failing marriage and the effects that the oil spill
will have on Adam’s family’s oyster farm.

T

The Black Madonna offers hope as Mara struggles with
the disastrous effects of the oil spill on the family oyster
business. Adam is overwhelmed by what he perceives
to be his failures as a man and decides to go back to
war in order to support his family. He is interrupted
by the arrival of a violent seasonal hurricane which
triggers another flashback. He is so shaken that he
finally confides to Mara the depths of his trauma in
Afghanistan. Mara begins to understand the horrors
Adam has endured and comforts him tenderly. Adam
sleeps deeply for the first time since returning home
and he and Mara have a shared dream in which they
undergo a profound ritual of healing.

Mara tries to comfort Adam in his sleep, but as she
touches him he wakes with a violent outburst. To her
surprise, he describes a vision of the Black Madonna
calling out to him. Adam comes out of his vision deeply
disturbed, takes his gun, and disappears into the bayou.
Mara sends Paul to find Adam and bring him home.
Realizing that her husband is no longer the same man
she married, she struggles with whether to leave him.
Adam contemplates taking his own life, but is stopped
by Paul. Adam vows to return to war and tells Mara he
is leaving to reenlist.

Paul arrives with food that he has grown on his farm.
He tries to convince Adam and Mara to move out to
his land further inland by the Mississippi and start a
new life. Adam is intrigued but Mara struggles with
the idea of giving up the oyster farm and the bayou
life they have always known. Eventually, Mara agrees
to the move and announces that she will grow roses,
echoing the Black Madonna’s final words: “Let my
roses blossom.”

“In my career as a professional opera singer, I have premiered countless
new works, but none has moved me so deeply as The Canticle of the Black
Madonna. This important story of extreme loss and profound love is both timely
and timeless. I applaud every note of this opera.”
Pamela South,
 rammy award-winning, soprano
G
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Echo Townsend
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A special dedication from
Tiziana DellaRovere
I dedicate this opera to my father Marino, a veteran of two
wars, my mother Elsa, my sister Marina, and to all families
coping with PTSD, and to the people and the animals
affected by the devastation of the 2010 Gulf Oil Spill.
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